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Through out the school year districts and charter schools are required to report data to 
the NMPED through STARS 
After the 40, 80, and 120 day snapshots NMPED through the NMTEACH team opens 
Accuroster to allow districts and charter schools one final review of the data that will 
be used on NMTEACH summative reports 
This system was created and modified by the NMPED based on feedback received from 
district and charter schools 
This is an important step in the data validation process for NMTEACH summative 
reports 
Tools available to use as data is reviewed: Course, Assessment linkage document 
(NMTEACH website), STARS manual, STARS person in your district or charter school, 
NMTEACH liaison 
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You can find the link on the NMTEACH IT webpage, the link is the same as last year.  
May need to clear browser history to get the application to load 
Tested and works on explorer, safari, chrome, and Firefox 
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Any challenges send an email to teacher.evaluation@state.nm.us, email is monitored 
through out the day for timely responses 
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Main menu, date will default to this year 
Click on download to access data from your district or charter schools 
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School year will default to 2018-19 
Select your district, at this point you may select snapshot verification or 
Select each school individually to download 
Once all selections are made select snapshot verification 
 
**show example of downloaded spreadsheet** 
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Now updates begin, updates should begin with columns AA and AB these are the 
course type columns 
When downloaded these columns will populate with a 1 = a teacher, student, course 
link was reported by the district or charter school for that snap shot or it will remain 
blank = no students, teacher, course link reported for that snap shot 
Place a 2 in the column to remove the student, teacher, course link for that snap shot 
Once a 2 is placed in the column there is no need to update any other columns 
Why would you use a 2 
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Now updates begin, updates should begin with columns AA and AB these are the 
course type columns 
When downloaded these columns will populate with a 1 = a teacher, student, course 
link was reported by the district or charter school for that snap shot or it will remain 
blank = no students, teacher, course link reported for that snap shot 
Place a 2 in the column to remove the student, teacher, course link for that snap shot 
Once a 2 is placed in the column there is no need to update any other columns 
Why would you use a 2: 
*multiple course codes aligned to the same assessment 
* 
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Now updates begin, updates should begin with columns AA and AB these are the 
course type columns 
When downloaded these columns will populate with a 1 = a teacher, student, course 
link was reported by the district or charter school for that snap shot or it will remain 
blank = no students, teacher, course link reported for that snap shot 
Place a 2 in the column to remove the student, teacher, course link for that snap shot 
Once a 2 is placed in the column there is no need to update any other columns 
Why would you use a 2: 
*multiple course codes aligned to the same assessment 
*link reported in error 
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Fields will populate as blank  
To update add the core subject that the teacher is responsible for 
May only add core subjects (ELA, Math, Science, Social Studies)…No PE, Art, Music 
must use the proper course codes for these subjects 
Use a comma between each core subject 
Only use this field for elementary course codes 
 
Elementary “homeroom” course codes are linked to all assessments  
0000 (Kindergarten) Istation 
0001 (First Grade) Istation 
0002 (Second Grade) Istation  
0003 (Third Grade) NMSBA ELA and NMSBA Math 
0004 (Fourth Grade) NMSBA ELA, NMSBA Math, NMSBA Science 
0005 (Fifth Grade) NMSBA ELA and NMSBA Math 
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When all updates are reflected on the spreadsheet save the document to your 
computer as a CSV, the system will not accept any other file type 
If updates were made by individual school on separate school specific spreadsheets 
upload each sheet individually, once all are uploaded download to ensure updated data 
is reflected 
If updates were made by multiple people on copies of the full spreadsheet , all 
information must be copied onto one master spreadsheet before uploading 
If multiple copies of the full spreadsheet are uploaded the data will override what is 
already in the system 
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Select this school year 
Select the district, even if uploads will be by individual school only district needs to be 
selected here 
Select browse and locate the document you saved on your computer 
Select upload 
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Once your upload is accepted you will receive a message that the file was uploaded 
successfully 
The number of rows reported will match the number of rows on your spreadsheet 
Once you’ve received the success message, download the document again to verify 
that the updates you made are there, then save a copy of this to your computer for 
reference in the future 
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If the upload is not successful you will get the message Exception occurred, Please 
contact administrator 
Prior to contacting the administrator review your spreadsheet and the action you took 
while updating 
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If the upload is not successful you will get the message Exception occurred, Please 
contact administrator 
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Ask for best practices from participants. 
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